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Important information
The information contained in this book and accompanying spreadsheets is for
informational purposes only and does not constitute financial or investment
advice.
Although best efforts are made to ensure all information is accurate, you
should not rely on this for your personal situation and planning.
If you are in any doubt about the suitability of an investment or service, you
should consult a professional financial adviser.
The value of investments, and the income from them, can fall as well as rise
and you may not get back the full amount invested.

The spreadsheets referenced throughout this book are available for download
from the link below and will help you fully understand the examples throughout.
https://www.planningforretirement.co.uk/
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About the author
Against my father’s advice, I studied Mechanical Engineering at University and
spent my time balancing the conflicting objectives of studying for my degree
with playing sports and socialising – in hindsight not necessarily in the optimal
order. I then spent an enjoyable few years at Rolls Royce Aerospace in Bristol
before the lure of the City became too much, and after teaching myself
programming I moved to London.
While in the City I worked on numerous investment banking trading floors,
building relationships with traders, quants1 and IT teams, and developed a
comprehensive understanding of how markets, and more importantly, how
those operating in the markets, worked.
During this time, I was approached by numerous financial advisers trying to sell
me investment funds that were supposedly run by great fund managers (one of
whom has recently been generating less than positive news headlines). I
thought that something was missing from their product-focused offerings; why
were they spending more time talking about investments than on finding out
more about what I was trying to achieve? Driven by my belief that the City
wasn’t the same place after the Great Financial Crisis of 2007-20082, which had
a large impact on the global economy, I studied for my financial adviser
qualifications and left the City in 2017.
I now work at Chevening Financial as an Independent Financial Adviser (IFA),
offering financial planning and advice services to clients in London and the
South East under the Pyrford Financial Planning brand.
I live in Surrey and can often be spotted cycling along the picturesque canal
paths. I am part Scottish, and the exact percentage varies according to the
current success (or lack of) of the Scotland rugby team. I am a coach for my
son’s rugby team and am a regular participant in motorsport track days in the
UK and further afield – including the infamous Nürburgring Nordschleife.

1

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quantitative_analysis_(finance)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Financial_crisis_of_2007%E2%80%932008
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I have a passion for financial education and have several projects and plans in
the pipeline. If you want to know more about these, or have some feedback on
the book, please get in touch using the details below.

Email: noel@pyrfordfp.com
Twitter: https://twitter.com/Noel__Watson/
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/noelifa/
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Why you should read this book
By reading this book, and more importantly implementing the ideas within it,
you will have progressed a long way towards building a vision of your future life,
what you want it to look like and have started making progress towards
achieving it.
It will hopefully inspire you to make those changes today that you have always
put off for another day, giving you peace of mind and clarity around your
financial future.
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Who is this book for?
This book is primarily aimed at people planning for, at, or in retirement. You
may have an existing relationship with a financial adviser but not feel that you
have a plan in place, nor clarity on your financial future.
Writing a book is no small undertaking. It requires a significant investment of
time and sacrifice, both personally and professionally. That said, I felt this book
needed to be written to fill a need for those who find themselves in a situation
like those outlined below.

Peter has worked at the same company for three decades. He is now in his mid50s and hates his job with a passion but has never had the courage, motivation,
or inclination to do something more stimulating and rewarding.
Ideally, this book would have been available years ago, and Peter could by now
have created and implemented his “escape plan”. Hopefully, reading it now will
provide the necessary stimulus for him to take the plunge before it is too late3.

Anne was planning to stop work and was looking for a retirement plan. She had
been offered a free financial planning service and decided to go ahead (who can
turn down a free offer?). Anne is a bright, analytical person and soon realised
that the financial planning exercise she was receiving was suboptimal. She
decided to stop wasting her time and terminated the process.
Unfortunately, not everyone has the same mindset and background as Anne
and therefore might struggle to determine whether they are receiving good
financial planning. This book will give plenty of pointers to help you.

James is currently working for a large consultancy and he and his wife, Mary,
had been a client of a financial adviser for several years but had been feeling for
some time that they were receiving a service that did not offer value for money.
3

https://citywire.co.uk/new-model-adviser/news/why-over-50s-men-need-help-comingto-terms-with-failure/a1402624
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Their adviser met with them once a year to talk about fund performance,
something that James described as a “postman delivery service” (I thought this
was a great analogy!) for which they were paying a substantial sum every year.
Despite working with the same adviser for many years their adviser had not
once asked what their money was really for, what their hopes and dreams were
for the future and what they were really trying to achieve. James and Mary
approached me, and they are now my clients. They described the first meeting
we had together as something completely different to what they had
encountered with their previous adviser. They now have a financial plan giving
them peace of mind and clarity for the future and James is now on track to
finish working on his own terms.
If you are another “James” reading this, I hope it inspires you to seek out
someone who can help you build a vision for the future.

Alice has been invested with a wealth manager for several years and is happy to
pay what many would describe as high fees as she feels she is unable to get
those great returns elsewhere.
Hopefully, this book will help people like Alice realise a financial advice
relationship can deliver so much more than supposedly “great returns”, and also
to establish just how great those returns are likely to be.

My family and I would have benefited greatly from good, subjective financial
planning and advice around fifteen years ago when I was working in London,
when our lives became more complicated. But at the time the only advisers
contacting me were what I would consider “product salesmen”. Had such a
book been available then it would have enabled me to narrow down and select
the planner who was right for me: someone I could work with over the years,
enabling my family and me to reach our goals.
It will also serve as a reference for me, with the knowledge I have built up over
the decades distilled into one place!
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Why am I qualified to write this book?
It is amazingly easy to allow the years to drift by when working. You may spend
your time juggling work and family life which can mean that one more year of
“I’ll give it until the end of the year, then I’m off to find a new job or career” so
easily morphs into a decade of prevarication without you noticing. In some
cases, it can get to the point where your employer decides that your services
are no longer required, and it can be difficult to readjust to an unplanned future
life. I have seen it happen to many people and I made the decision that I was not
going to fall into this trap. I created and implemented my own financial plan to
help me move into the next stage of my career and life – and based on my
experience, I can help you do that too.
Nobel prize-winning economist William Sharpe4 once called it “The nastiest
hardest problem in finance”5. He was talking about retirement planning, with
the three future unknowns of:

1. Longevity
2. Inflation
3. Market returns

making for a complex answer to what, on the face of it, seems like a simple
question:

“Will I/we run out of money before I/we die?”

I decided that this was the area I wanted to focus on as I felt people were not
always getting the service they deserved at this key stage of life. As a regulated
Independent Financial Adviser (IFA) I have worked with many people planning
for retirement, from many different walks of life, and understand the challenges
4

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_F._Sharpe
https://theirrelevantinvestor.com/2018/12/11/the-hardest-problem-in-finance/
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they face, not just financially but also the transition from a full-time job to
financial independence in the next chapter of their life.
Over the last quarter of a century, I have immersed myself in the financial
markets: firstly as a private investor; then on the city trading floors working on
complex financial products, alongside some fiercely intelligent people; and now
as a financial adviser. I have a large network of contacts and friends in the
finance sector, including hedge fund owners, highly respected authors, and
investment consultants. Without fail these people are humble and generous
with their time and have helped me on my journey of learning. I spend several
hundred hours a year researching and studying in an effort to continually
improve my financial and retirement planning skills, understanding that our
world is ever-changing and being determined to operate at the cutting edge of
the profession.
I have built up multiple perspectives and believe I can see things from the point
of view of someone “sitting across the table” from an adviser. I sincerely hope
that I have captured this knowledge in the following chapters.

Noel Watson
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Introduction
Around fifteen years ago I purchased numerous books while attempting to find
an implementation of a pricing model I was looking to build for the trading desk.
Book after book, page after page of dry mathematics, but no actual discussion
and examples around how to put the theory into practice and were therefore of
limited use to me and my style of learning. It was not until I stumbled across
Geoff Chaplin’s (Figure 1) excellent book (so good I purchased it twice!) that I
was able to make the first steps to creating the pricing model.

Figure 1

This book aims to do exactly what Geoff so successfully accomplished, providing
the reader with real-world implementable examples, with tools to assist in the
process. I have made available numerous spreadsheets that can be found on our
accompanying website (https://www.planningforretirement.co.uk/) and these
will help make your journey much simpler.

Noel Watson
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Getting the most from this book
You have several choices with this book. You may read it in its entirety from
cover to cover; you may read each chapter in part, or you may skip to the
chapter(s) that interest you.
The book aims to take you through the same journey you would experience if
you were to engage with me in person. I have been through the entire process
myself. Whilst, on the whole, it can be revealing and rewarding, there is
inevitably some essential spadework to be done by you. My intent is to
minimise the effort on your part by identifying the most efficient route map to
help you identify and plan to give yourself the best chance of achieving your
goals.
There are five main sections to this book:

Section One: Person
Building a picture of what you are looking to achieve is the first and most
important part of the journey. Here you will start to think about what you want
your future to look like; what it is you want to improve about your current
lifestyle, how you might go about it and to what timescales.
The procedure to assess the cost of your current lifestyle (and that of the
lifestyle to which you aspire) is covered here with the help of a fictitious,
exemplar family called Jones to facilitate the journey.

Section Two: Plan
Now that you have some concrete goals and objectives, we can start to build a
financial plan to see how realistic our goals are. We introduce cashflow
modelling and work through several iterations of our model as Mark and
Rebecca Jones plan their future.

Section Three: Product
Noel Watson
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Once you have a plan in place it is time to put together an investment portfolio
aligned to your goals and objectives. This starts with an overview of investing
fundamentals. A “deeper dive” is also available for those who are interested.

Section Four: Withdrawal strategy
This chapter illustrates how to build a withdrawal strategy and conduct a
sensitivity analysis on various assumptions including longevity, asset allocation
and costs to identify and analyse the impact of possible trade-offs. David and
Samantha Smith comprise the example case study for this.

Section Five: DIY or pay for advice
The pros and cons of doing it yourself (DIY) versus professional advice is covered
here. We use Marion as the case study as she filters out potential advisers until
finding her perfect fit. There are also lots of tips to help you to do the same
should you decide to go down the professional advice route.

Noel Watson
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Terminology/definitions
It is probably best at this point to give a brief overview of the various terms that
will be used in this book.

Financial Planning: Financial planning is the process of working out what you
want to achieve and then the best way to get there. The output is a financial
plan.
Financial Product: Financial products are things such as pensions, ISAs, bonds,
and funds. They are tools in the toolbox that enable us to achieve our financial
goals.
Financial Advice: Is the recommendation of a particular financial product or
financial products that are best suited for your particular objectives and
circumstances. Ideally, these recommendation(s) should only take place once
the financial planning process is complete.
Wealth Management: Wikipedia defines Wealth Management as a form of
investment management and financial planning that provides solutions to a
wide array of clients ranging from affluent to high-net-worth (HNW) and ultrahigh-net-worth (UHNW)6.
In my experience, Wealth Management is a term often used by firms offering
restricted financial advice. These firms are traditionally large banks and life
insurance companies. Restricted and independent financial advice is covered in
section five.

6

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wealth_management
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Let’s get started
Making the first step on your journey can be the most difficult. As Desmond
Tutu once said, “there is only one way to eat an elephant: one bite at a time”.
Establishing and building a financial plan for your future can be a timeconsuming task, but it is one that, if broken down into manageable chunks, is
undoubtedly achievable.
Before we proceed, I want to quickly cover how the process should not be
undertaken.
When I meet potential clients for the first time, especially those from a financial
background, I am often asked:

“What’s the best fund to buy?”
“Can you get me great returns?”
“How can I maximise tax-efficient investments?”
“Can you review my pension(s)?”

These are all important questions, and should be addressed by a competent
adviser, but they are probably the wrong starting point. The financial adviser
community is partly to blame for this. Historically, financial advisers, in a
crowded marketplace, have attempted to increase sales by differentiating their
financial products from alternative offerings, for example by showing examples
of superior performance.
Happily, with the passing of time, the focus of the more forward-thinking of the
adviser community has shifted from financial products to the person and
planning as investment management has become increasingly commoditised.
Wall Street journalist Jason Zweig had the following to say7:

7

https://ritholtz.com/2019/04/what-should-you-be-paying-for-investment-advice/
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“Investment management is a commodity whose market price has dropped close
to zero, whereas the advice and judgment of a good financial planner can do
wonders for your net worth.”

We make very clear on our website where we feel we do, and don’t add value
for our clients.
Note: the website extract shown below was correct at the time of printing –
please see the website for the latest8.

Initial financial planning process

Establishing realistic and achievable goals and objectives: 20%
We work with our clients to help them identify and establish their financial goals
and objectives. We will revisit these as we build the master financial plan.
For example, once we help a client identify what they are spending currently and
what they are likely to spend in retirement, we can determine whether their goal
to stop work in 5 years is realistic.

Thorough analysis of expenditure and budget optimisations: 20%
We frequently find that our clients are not aware of how much they are currently
spending. We work with them to understand current outflows, how this is likely
to change as they transition into retirement and identify where savings may
need to be made.

Creation of your master financial plan: 50%

8

https://pyrfordfp.com/about-us/the-value-we-add/
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This is where your financial future is brought into the present. Enabling you to
make the changes now, to ensure you can continue to live your desired lifestyle
without fear of running out of money.

Analysis of current investments and recommendations aligned with your risk
profile and risk required to deliver the plan: 10%
We will ensure existing and new money is best positioned to help you achieve
your goals, making changes where required.

Ongoing financial planning process

Sticking to the plan: 50%
We use our skills, experience, and knowledge to help you to make better
financial decisions.
For example, in times of market volatility, we will strive to ensure you do not
make impulsive decisions, showing you that temporary (and history has proven
they are always temporary) market drops are the price you have to accept for
longer terms returns.
We find having a clear set of objectives and a robust financial plan helps clients
to stay on track in times of uncertainty.

Providing financial security, clarity, and peace of mind: 25%
We ensure your objectives and goals continue to remain current and regularly
review your progress towards achieving them, including working with you to
stick to agreed spending/savings goals.

Objectivity: 15%
We offer independent and impartial advice and can act as a sounding board
when you are making emotionally driven financial decisions.
Noel Watson 20

Ensuring your retirement savings remain optimised: 10%
Taxation legislation is continually changing, and we will keep you abreast of
developments.

Rebalancing your portfolio: 0%
We don’t charge for this.

The value we don’t add
Picking winning funds, countries, or sectors: 0%
Making financial predictions: 0%

The migration to planning and person leads logically to the process I use with
my clients (Figure 2)
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Figure 2

If you were to build a house, you could not construct and fit the roof without
putting in place the foundations and walls. Similarly, I believe you shouldn’t
begin to think about selecting the best financial products until you have built up
a picture of exactly what you are looking to achieve (Life Planning) and the most
efficient way to achieve it (Financial Planning).

Noel Watson
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Figure 3 shows an extract from our retirement planning process9 which places
the stages of the process in context. I will use sections of this diagram to
illustrate which stage of the process we are at as we progress through the book.

Figure 3

9

https://pyrfordfp.com/about-us/our-process/
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Section One: Person (Life Planning)
Let us kick off with considering where you are now, addressing the issues and
challenges you currently face and are looking to resolve (Figure 4).

Figure 4
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Where are you now?
The best place to start the process is to build a picture of your current lifestyle
and what you might want to change:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Is it the commute, crammed into unreliable public transport, seeing the
same unsmiling faces every day?
Have you had enough of the long hours and are missing out on your
family growing up?
Has your career stagnated, and do you feel your job is threatened by
younger, ambitious junior colleagues?
Have you been passed over for promotion one too many times?
Did one of your colleagues get the job that you think you deserved?
Does your role not hold the same thrill for you that it used to?
Have your bonuses in recent years not been what you expected?
Are you dissatisfied and feel underappreciated generally?

We hear all these reasons and many more from people who are looking to do
something different, potentially finishing work altogether.
Write out those issues that resonate with you, and any others you can think of,
then grade them 1 to 10; 1 being a mild irritant, 10 being something that you
desperately want to change.
Now ask yourself how long you have been feeling this way. Would the feelings
dissipate somewhat if you got that promotion/bonus/pay rise/move to another
firm?
If you have scored highly in the initial set of questions, you have been feeling
this way for a long time and your feelings would not be changed if your job
situation improved, perhaps you are in a position to do something about it.
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What are you wanting to escape to?
Now let’s look towards your future.
Given no financial constraints, what would you do? Would you continue to work
even if only to keep your brain engaged?
How would you fill your day? What would you do that you cannot do currently?
Would you miss anything about working life? Would you get bored? Would you
miss the buzz and the pressure? Is the grass guaranteed to be greener? Are you
prepared to accept a change in lifestyle to enjoy a less stressful life?
Going back to your list of issues mentioned above, in your new life would all of
these disappear or are there some issues that might remain?

When would you like to finish your current role?
Based on the above when would you look to make the transition? As soon as
possible? After next year’s bonus? At a certain age?

Summary
Once you have fully evaluated the above, it is now time to determine how
feasible your plan is. This book aims to answer this question and many more.

Meet the Joneses
To bring the whole planning exercise to life, let me introduce the Joneses.
Mark is 52 and has been working for various pharmaceutical companies since
leaving University and now works at ABC Pharma as a product manager. His wife
Noel Watson
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Rebecca is 49 and gave up her job to look after the children, John, 15, and Sarah
13. Mark is tired of corporate life and would love to escape to something a bit
less stressful and more rewarding but has not yet decided whether that will be
paid, or voluntary employment. He wants to be finished with his current role as
soon as possible but is not sure if it is financially feasible so he is willing to
endure it for another 3–4 years. When Mark finishes work, he and Rebecca plan
to purchase a second home in Devon where they have enjoyed many family
holidays over the years. The longer-term plan is to sell the main home. They
intend to pay for John and Sarah’s university education should they choose to
go. After that they would like to make periodic gifts to the children, for example,
to help them on the housing ladder, assuming they can afford it financially.
Whilst the Joneses are an entirely fictitious family, I have created them from a
cross-section of my clients. During the course of the book, I point out things to
watch out for which will hopefully make your planning journey more
straightforward.

A word about spreadsheets
I have a confession to make; I love using spreadsheets! In the City I spent some
of my career as an “Excel jockey”, using Microsoft’s ubiquitous tool10 to price
various financial instruments for the traders. However, even before the financial
crisis, the use of spreadsheets was in decline on trading floors, being replaced
by in-house or external applications, and this accelerated as we emerged from
the downturn as regulations and governance tightened.
Spreadsheets are immensely powerful, allowing you to create complicated
models very quickly. However, it is very easy for errors to creep into the
spreadsheet and owing to the limited testing tools available in Excel, these bugs
are not always immediately obvious, hence why investment banks have reduced
their dependency.

10

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microsoft_Excel
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When undertaking financial planning, financial advisers tend to use off-theshelf, third-party tools for a lot of their planning work. These tools do a lot of
the heavy lifting – tasks such as tax calculations and “what if” scenarios are
easily undertaken by a number of them, enabling the adviser to focus on the
things that really matter, namely helping the client plan for their financial
future. However, most of these offerings aren’t cheap and have a steep learning
curve. Whilst this is fine for someone doing the work daily as part of their job, it
is (almost) certainly not the most efficient solution for a layman creating a DIY
plan. For example, I use an industry-leading cashflow modelling tool called
Voyant which costs around £150/month11. When I first started using Voyant, I
signed up to Voyant Mastery12 which contains circa 150 instructional videos.
This is a worthwhile investment for a professional, but it is unlikely to be costeffective for a DIY planner.
Spreadsheets are perfectly adequate for you to undertake your financial
planning exercise, but you must ensure that you painstakingly check your logic,
assumptions and formulas (and preferably get a second pair of eyes to do the
same) to ensure no errors have crept in.
An Excel workbook is a collection of worksheets (sometimes known as
spreadsheets). For the purposes of clarity, workbook and worksheet will be
used in what follows.

Data input workbook
If you are serious about a change in your life, you must first identify the cost of
your desired lifestyle (Figure 5).

11

https://www.planwithvoyant.co.uk/content/en_GB/products/pricing.html#adviser
https://www.voyantmastery.com/
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Figure 5

To help with this, I have made available a template workbook named: “1A. Data
input for financial plan – template” which is similar to one that I use with my
clients. This can be downloaded from the website, along with a pre-populated
workbook containing information for the Joneses: “1B. Data input for financial
plan – Mark and Rebecca Jones”.
This workbook has evolved over the years, primarily from feedback garnered
from clients undertaking the planning process. I would therefore consider it to
be reasonably optimised for my workflow. But you might feel that modifications
to some of the worksheets would better suit your needs.
Noel Watson
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People & Plan worksheet
Start by adding adults and dependants with their corresponding dates of birth
to the “People & Plan” worksheet (Figure 6). This information will be used to
determine what events happen and at what point in the plan – e.g., when the
children’s university costs will start and finish.

Figure 6

Main expenditure worksheet
This worksheet has six columns to fill in (Figure 7). I recommend filling the
worksheet from left to right, making adjustments to the values on a row-by-row
basis as you fill in each of the columns.

Noel Watson
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Figure 7

Current lifestyle column
Many people could stop work tomorrow and live off a small income in a remote,
undeveloped country, but this may not be what you are looking for. It is
therefore worth investing time to build an estimate of what the cost of your
ideal future would cost.
I recommend starting off by understanding what you spend now (current
lifestyle), for the following three reasons:

1. Experience shows that a large percentage of people are not aware of
what they are spending or where their money is going. This exercise will
allow you to understand fully where your income is being
spent/invested.
2. Once you have an idea of where the money is going, it is easier to
determine where savings could be made which might enable you to
make the transition sooner.
3. The cost of your current lifestyle can be used as a baseline from which
to estimate future expenditure. In our experience, many people are
unwilling to take a dramatic drop in living standards from their current
lifestyle.

Mark and Rebecca sat down with a glass of wine one evening (it can sometimes
help smooth the process!) and completed their worksheet with what they
believed they had spent over the last 12 months. They arrived at a total
expenditure of around £57,000. Mark had earnt £70,000 (£60,000 base with a
typical £10,000 bonus) over the last year. Because total expenditure includes all
Noel Watson
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expenditure, including taxes and money put towards savings and investments,
this left an unaccounted sum of some £13,000.
Consequently, Mark and Rebecca realised they would have to invest some more
time into this stage of the exercise. So, over another glass of wine the following
evening, they went through their previous 12 months of expenditure with a fine
toothcomb and revised their total annual expenditure to £67,858 (Figure 8).
This can be seen in their workbook, comprising £61,108 from the “Main
Expenditure” worksheet, £750 towards mortgage repayment from the Property
Details worksheet and £6,000 towards Mark’s workplace pension from the
Pensions and savings worksheet.

Figure 8
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I suggest repeating this exercise until there is less than a 5% difference between
the total income and total expenditure. For Mark and Rebecca, this would be
between £66,500 and £73,500.
It is key to maintain momentum on your planning journey. You may have busy
lives, but it is important to set aside a few hours a week when you are unlikely
to be disturbed and make regular progress.

Survivors’ lifestyle column
One of the goals of a successful planning exercise is that the resultant plan is
robust and caters for a range of eventualities.

Hope for the best but plan for the worst.

Mark and Rebecca had to consider what would happen to the financial plan if
unfortunate events were to occur, and what lifestyle they would want for
surviving family members. For simplicity, in the spreadsheet we are considering
just the case of Mark dying tomorrow, but possibilities Mark and Rebecca might
need to consider include:

•

•

Mark suffers a stroke and is unable to return to his previous role. Would
Rebecca consider going back to work to make up the income shortfall if
required? If so, what would her earning potential be? How would she
pay for childcare if necessary?
Rebecca dies tomorrow. What childcare would Mark need to consider
and budget for? Would Mark want to give up work immediately and
spend time with the children?

After completing the current lifestyle column, they were now making great
progress and for the survivors’ lifestyle column they found it easiest to cut and
Noel Watson
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paste the values over from the current lifestyle column and make changes
where required.
If Mark died tomorrow, they would want the family to continue with broadly the
same lifestyle which gives an annual expenditure of £24,375 (Figure 9).

Figure 9

Some comments on the expenditure differences between current lifestyle and
survivors’ lifestyle:

•

•
•
•
•

Home running costs: There would be a small reduction in gas and
electricity costs as there would be one less person in the house using
hot water and energy.
Household costs: Rebecca would still like to go on holidays with the
children. Reduction in food, alcohol, dry cleaning etc.
Transport costs: Commuting costs for Mark removed.
Insurance/savings: Pension contributions, savings and ISA contributions
eliminated.
Taxes: Income tax for Mark removed.
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•

Mortgage: Assumed to be paid off on Mark’s death.

Early financial independence column

Let us return to more upbeat thoughts! But first, it is time to talk about that
word retirement. According to the Cambridge dictionary13, retirement is…

“the act of leaving your job and stopping working, usually because you are old”

Historically the perception of a typical life was for someone to work for 40 years
in the same job, then stop work completely at 60, putting their feet up and
watching the TV in their dotage. But now, with increased life expectancy and
better healthcare people are living longer AND retaining good health and
mobility far into later life.
Rather than the word retirement, in discussions with our clients, we prefer to
use the term financial independence. What is financial independence?
According to John Cummata, financial independence14…

“… means the ability to manage your money in such a way that you have
sufficient funds to live your chosen lifestyle without assistance from others. In
other words, enough money to meet all your needs whether you work or not,
because a job is really assistance from someone else e.g., your employer”

Our vision of financial independence is being able to open the curtains on a new
day, realising you do not have any financial pressures and therefore do not need
to work to earn money if you don’t want to.

13

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Retirement#cite_note-1
https://www.nightingale.com/articles/the-myths-realities-of-achieving-financialindependence/
14
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Almost without exception, our clients say they want to keep their brain mentally
stimulated and maintain their social interactions when they finish work.
Working gives a sense of purpose and identity, and it is important to think about
what activities you will replace this with when you retire. It is also important to
bear in mind your social life may revolve around work, and these friends may
carry on working after you stop so may not have as much time to spend with
you as you’d like.
Rather than stopping work completely, and depending on your future lifestyle
requirements, you may want to explore the possibility of reducing your work
hours and/or days in your current job. Your employer may be willing to come to
an agreement where you accept reduced pay for reduced workdays, and this
may give you the much-needed time to do the activities outside of work you
can’t currently fit in. The commute might be more bearable for three days a
week, giving a four-day weekend, rather than five days a week crammed onto
the train.
Another alternative to stopping work completely might be a sabbatical, taking
time out to recharge the batteries which might give you the desire to spend a
few more years in your current role. Again, this depends on how flexible your
employer is and the implications on your financial plan.
It is not uncommon for people to underestimate what they will spend once they
have stopped working, but we are fortunate that we can draw upon a lot of
research in this area.
Loughborough University15 conducted research in 2018 to determine the costs
of various levels of retirement standards. Their findings are summarised in
Figure 10:

15

https://www.lboro.ac.uk/media-centre/press-releases/2019/october/retirementliving-standards/
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Figure 10

For many people, early financial independence is a chance to do all the things
they have never had the time to do while working and raising children. They will
hopefully have their good health and their brains will still be sharp. They realise
that life is not a rehearsal and every moment should be savoured. Use this
section and the Big ticket items worksheet to get everything into your plan. It is
easy to remove some items from the list if, having created your plan, they are
deemed unrealistic or less important. Once the initial draft of the financial plan
is complete, Mark and Rebecca can then start considering options such as:
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“Mark, would you accept working for another year if it meant you could afford
your holiday home?”

Mark and Rebecca estimate their early financial independence expenditure will
be £24,700 (Figure 11).

Figure 11

Changes from current lifestyle are summarised below:

•
•

•

•
•

Home running costs: This has increased as they will be paying for the
upkeep of the second home as well as their main home.
Household costs: These have reduced as children have now left home.
Note that this stage of the exercise is undertaken at a high level; in the
next section, I discuss potentially making the plan more granular, e.g.,
John and Sarah leave home a few years after Mark and Rebecca have
retired.
Children and grandchildren costs: Now zero as children have left home.
Note university funding and gifting for a house deposit is entered in the
Big ticket items worksheet covered later in this section.
Transport costs: Commuting costs for Mark removed.
Insurance/savings: Savings and ISA contributions removed.
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•

Taxes: Income tax and national insurance for Mark removed.

Post 75/80 expenditure column
As the years go by and you move into later life, expenditure tends to reduce.
Your health might not be as good and the brain not as sharp as it used to be.
You may find yourself going on fewer foreign holidays.
The International Longevity Centre UK16 has conducted research on spending
patterns and determined that spending declines after the age of 60, with
spending declining at a faster rate for higher earners (Figure 12 and Figure 13).

Figure 12

16

https://ilcuk.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/Understanding-RetirementJourneys.pdf
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Figure 13

Mark and Rebecca found this stage to be challenging compared to the previous
three columns as it is such a long way into the future. They estimated their Post
75/80 expenditure to be £18,100 (Figure 14). They feel this is reasonable as they
will no longer be living in the South East and will have much-reduced outgoings.

Figure 14

Changes from early financial independence expenditure are summarised below:
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•
•
•

Home running costs: At this stage of life, they plan to have sold their
main house and live full time in their second home.
Household costs: They plan to have fewer holidays and eat out less.
Transport costs: The remaining car will be sold and more will be spent
on public transport.

Minimum income requirement expenditure columns
Minimum income requirement (MIR) can be considered as the amount of
income required to fulfil basic living needs such as food, heating, and home
maintenance, and typically covers the period when you are in later life. For this
stage, items such as holidays and alcohol are removed.
Care fees planning is also something that should be considered at this stage. In a
2014 study,17 the ONS estimated that 3.2% of people aged 65 and over were
living in care homes, increasing to 13.7% for those aged 85 and over.
Care fees do not come cheap, with the AgeUK calculator18 (Figure 15) estimating
that a self-funder in my county (Surrey) would pay around £60,000 a year for
residential care.

17

https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/birthsdeathsandmarriages/
ageing/articles/changesintheolderresidentcarehomepopulationbetween2001and2011/2
014-08-01
18
https://www.ageuk.org.uk/information-advice/care/paying-for-care/local-care-costs/
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Figure 15

According to research carried out by BUPA19 the median length of stay in their
care homes in the period November 2008 to May 2010 was 462 days with an
average of 801 days (Figure 16).

Figure 16

19

Forder, J and Fernandez, J-L (2011) Length of stay in care homes, Report
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Mark and Rebecca estimate their MIR to be £13,200 if both are alive and
£10,050 if one of them has died (Figure 17). If care is required, they would like
the option to choose what care they would like rather than have the local
authority decide and would like to set aside £100,000 which they have added to
the Big ticket items worksheet. They feel that if one of them requires care this
will be sufficient to pay for at least the first year and will look to sell further
investments if care is required for longer. If both go into care, they plan to sell
their home. If neither go into care this lump sum will form part of their estate.

Figure 17

Big ticket items worksheet
Big ticket items contain one-off or “lumpy” outflows that do not fit into the
Main Expenditure worksheet. As mentioned previously, ensure that you get
everything on your wish list down; you can prioritise later. Mark and Rebecca’s
big ticket items are shown in Figure 18

Figure 18
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Current income worksheet
We are now moving into identifying current and future inflows into the plan
(Figure 19).

Figure 19
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Mark enters his gross salary (Figure 20) with a prudent estimate of what his
future bonuses might be. Later, during the financial plan build stage, a stress
test can easily be undertaken by assuming no bonuses between now and leaving
his current role. Mark estimates he will leave ABC Pharma three to four years
from now.

Figure 20

They do not own any buy-to-let (BTL) properties, so the property income section
is left blank (Figure 21).

Figure 21

Property details worksheet
This should contain details of all properties, including the main residence and
BTL (Figure 22).
Mark and Rebecca are considering paying off their interest-only mortgage once
Mark leaves ABC Pharma.

Figure 22
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Pensions and savings worksheet
Many people do not have a clear picture of what pensions, savings, and
investments they currently hold. You may need to contact the various providers
to obtain up to date valuations. For this, you will need policy information such
as the plan number.
As identified in the Main Expenditure worksheet, Mark and Rebecca put
£10,000 towards their ISAs each year and also put £3,000 towards their savings.
These items are shown in Figure 23.

Figure 23

Mark is a member of his current employer’s contributory defined contribution
scheme. Both he and his employer pay 10% of his basic salary in each year. Mark
and Rebecca have defined contribution pensions from their previous employer
(Figure 24). They contact their respective providers to obtain updated
valuations.

Figure 24
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The state pension forms a key part of retirement planning. It offers a
guaranteed income and currently benefits from a triple lock with income rising
by the higher of CPI, 2.5% or average earnings growth. Your forecast is easy to
check20 and you can also check your National Insurance record to ensure you
have accrued the correct number of years21.
Mark and Rebecca have checked their state pension entitlement and have
accrued a £125 weekly pension (Figure 25) which equates to £6,500 per year
each in today’s money and this is the figure they will assume for their planning.

Figure 25

It is important to be cautious about the certainty of future incomes, especially
around inheriting from parents. For example, as demonstrated previously, care
fees can swallow up a large amount of an estate. Mark expects to share with his
sister a net estate of £1m, but upon reflection has chosen to leave this out of his
financial plan (Figure 26).

Figure 26

20

https://www.gov.uk/check-state-pension
https://www.gov.uk/check-national-insurance-record

21
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Protection worksheet
This worksheet ties in with the Survivors’ lifestyle column in the Main
Expenditure worksheet. If the worst were to happen, what existing protection is
in place to ensure the family would not face financial pressures?
Many people think that because they have a workplace death in service policy
this would be sufficient to support the family should the breadwinner die. But if
you consider the potential lost future earnings and future lifestyle expenditure,
there may be a significant shortfall. Other things Mark and Rebecca might want
to consider around a death in service are:

•
•

What happens if Mark becomes too ill to work, and then subsequently dies.
Would his death-in-service pay out?
If Mark were made redundant and were to die prior to getting another job,
how would this impact the remaining family members’ lifestyle?

Mark checked with his HR department and confirmed that he currently has four
times death-in-service of his current salary yielding £240,000. In addition, if he
were unable to work for a long period of time due to sickness, he would receive
full pay for six months, then 60% of his salary indefinitely (Figure 27).

Figure 27

Balance Sheet and Income and Expenditure summary worksheets
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That is all the data input required for this workbook; the hard work is done!
There are two more worksheets in the workbook, but do not worry, these are
merely aggregations, and can be used as a sanity check to ensure the numbers
look about right.
The first worksheet is the Balance Sheet (Figure 28), Mark and Rebecca have a
net worth of £1.335m.

Figure 28

With the second being Income and Expenditure summary (Figure 29).
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Figure 29

Note that LTIP refers to Long Term Incentive Plan22.

22

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Long-term_incentive_plan
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